Our Assembly

Our assembly in Week 6 was a way of showcasing some of the learning we have done so far this term. We chose the areas we were interested in and then discussed with our group the types of things we wanted to show others about what we had learnt.

Blueearth

Blue Earth is a great way for our class to keep working on our teamwork skill of co-operating. Our favourite games are Hunter, Eagle Tag and Star Wars.

Between lessons we stop and work on our fitness by stretching and doing exercises. Tyler, Taylor, Antoine

Measurement

We have been learning about measuring length, width and height. You can use a metre ruler to measure the height of someone, or the length of the room. You can use a 30cm ruler to measure the length of building materials in millimetres.

Very high buildings such as Big Ben and London Bridge are measured in metres.

Saxon, Thomas, Xander, Travis

Reading Novels

Our aim during Silent Reading and Personal Reading time has been to enjoy short novels. We love the novels that have adventures, gadgets and inventions. Our favourite series of books are Zac Power, Boy Versus Beast, Solo and Captain Underpants.

Caleb, Aidan

Healthy Eating

Healthy foods can be sorted in red, amber and green foods, otherwise known as stop, wait and go foods.

Some red foods are coke and pizza, some amber foods are yoghurt and noodles, and some green foods are all types of fruit and vegetables. Water is a green drink that is always good for you.

Area

We have begun investigating the size of the area inside regular spaces such as rectangles and squares. We have been using graph paper to count the number of square centimetres inside different rooms inside a house plan. Reuben even drew a house plan with many, many rooms and an upper level and found out the area of each room.